Ally's Birth Story - December 30, 2012

Ally Marie was our first baby that we knew the gender of prior to birth. At 36 weeks, I she was suspected to be breech so the midwives sent me for an ultrasound. Thankfully, the ultrasound showed her to be posterior but not breech. She was actually laying on her back, elbows bent with hands behind her head, like she was sunbathing—lol!  I think that's funny now because she's very laid back. I often call her my "chill child". I requested to know the gender (I was extremely curious about the gender since this is most likely our last baby). I had been convinced that she was a boy so I was shocked to know that girl #3 was on her way!  Adam had told me that he did not want to know the gender so I was determined not to tell him. I lasted a couple hours before I accidentally let it slip by saying, "her"… good thing Adam's a forgiving man and wasn't too angry—lol!  Adam already suspected she was a girl so he didn't seem surprised.

We were all expecting Ally to come early. My mom had booked a flight to be here December 21st through 31st. I had been having contractions off and on from around 37 weeks (some as close and consistent as 5 minutes apart for 3 hours) so I was getting very frustrated with the "false" labor. Christmas came and went, and still no baby. At my 41-week check up on Thursday, Dec. 27th, we discussed possible options for out-of-hospital induction (Black Cohash, castor oil, Cervadil, and cervical ripening balloons).  I didn't feel I was rushing things since my body had been trying to go into labor for weeks with no success, and I did want to have the baby before mom went home. I had been taking Black Cohash for a week with no results. We decided to have Cervadil administered on Dec. 28th (41 weeks). We went up to the birth center for this so they could monitor Ally's heartbeat for 2 hours (requirement since Cervadil has just recently been approved for out-of-hospital use). Afterwards, we went home. I had some contractions on the way home, but they spaced out as the evening progressed. I went to sleep.

The contractions woke me around 5:00 a.m., mild intensity, 5 minutes apart. I got up as usual and had breakfast with everyone at around 8:00 a.m. By 9 a.m., they were more intense but still mild, but about 3 minutes apart, so the midwife and birth assistant started driving to our house. They arrived at 10:00 a.m. I took a quick shower. At 10:30, my first exam, I was 60% effaced, 4.5 centimeters dilated. Ally's head was at -3 station, not applied to my cervix, and she was posterior. Labor progressed slowly with contractions somewhat irregular (especially when the midwife and birth assistant were in the room), but mostly 2-4 minutes apart, 40-60 seconds long. I continued stretching exercises to help her turn, mostly sitting on the birthing ball. By 12:00 p.m., at my next exam, Ally's head was well applied to my cervix at -2 station, but my cervix remained unchanged at 4.5 centimeters, and she was still posterior. I did some stair exercises, but mostly alternated between floor sitting and the birthing ball.

By 2:00 p.m., contractions were more intense, but still 2-4 minutes apart, 40-60 seconds long. At 3:00 p.m. labor didn't seem to be progressing because of Ally's posterior positioning. We discussed the option of seeing a chiropractor or acupuncturist to turn Ally. We tried to call some chiropractors, but were unable to reach any of them because of the holiday weekend. The only other option for me to try was positioning exercises to disengage and then reposition her. So beginning at 4:00 p.m., I assumed the "half tortoise" yoga position (knees under and apart, chest-to-floor) for 40 minutes. Then I laid in an exaggerated side position (pillow under left hip, right leg bent). This was successful because by 5:00 p.m. Ally appeared to be in good birthing position—YAY!

I did some walking and floor-sitting, but mostly sat on the birthing ball. Contractions continued to gain intensity, and by 8:30 p.m., contractions were very intense (4 minutes apart, 1 minute long), and I felt like Ally had moved down into my pelvis. At 9:00 p.m. I was feeling tired and frustrated so I took a bath to try to relax and get some relief from the contractions. The bath was just what I needed—it relaxed me and spaced my contractions out so that I could mentally refocus. Contractions continued to be very strong. I alternated from being on the birthing ball to walking. Adam and Mary Beth (my birth assistant) applied pressure to my back through the contractions. By 11:00 p.m. I was feeling a lot of pressure, and assumed side-lying position in bed to rest between contractions. By 12:00 a.m. I was feeling some rectal pressure (indicative of pushing stage), and Ally was still wiggling a lot. By 12:30 a.m., I assumed a semi-reclined position in bed (with Adam and Mary Beth holding my legs since they were shaking from exhaustion) for my first attempt at pushing. At 1:23 a.m., water broke. At 1:28, her head came out with her hand up by her face and no cord around her neck. Looking back, we suspect that her initial posterior positioning and her hand by her face were the reason for the longer and more painful labor. I also feel that rushing the labor by administering Cervadil probably wasn't the best idea. As Dr. Bradley says, "It's not nice to fool mother nature". And I paid for it with a labor that was longer and more painful that it needed to be.

Ally Marie was born December 30th at 1:29 a.m. weighing 9 lbs., 4 oz, 21 1/2 inches long. She came out crying, agars 9/10. The midwives put her on my chest immediately with a warm blanket on top. The placenta was delivered spontaneously with little effort. A small amount of cord blood was collected for blood typing. At 1:44 a.m. Adam clamped and cut the cord. I had a small "skid mark" but no tearing, and thanks to the perennial ice packs, I wasn't in much pain aside from the uterine cramping. Ally was nursing by 2:00 a.m. My mom, Grams came up to see Ally just as they were doing her newborn exam at 3:00 a.m. She had beautiful color and was very alert with great head control.  They weighed her in a blanket like a stork baby—lol!  She had fair, peach-fuzz hair and eyebrows. Her head was so unbelievably soft, like a newborn puppy, and I kept rubbing my face against it. Her eyes look blue, much lighter than Autumn and Ava's were—maybe she'll have Daddy's sea green eyes? Adam changed her first diaper at 3:15 a.m. (yay, for Daddy!) and held her while she napped. I got up for a shower at 3:20. The midwife and birth assistant were gone by 4:30 a.m., and we were all asleep in our own beds by 5:00 a.m.—thanks to home birth. Thank you to my amazing birth team—husband, Adam, midwife, Elin, and birth assistant, Mary Beth. Thank you, Lord, for another beautiful, healthy baby girl!  She is perfect, and we are so blessed.
